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Abstract.

Air passingupward through the tropical tropopauseis "marked" by an annually
varying water vapor mixing ratio much as a tape recorder marks a magnetic
tape; as the air ascendsin the tropical stratosphere, these marks are effaced
by a combination of vertical diffusion within the tropics and dilution of tropical

air by sideways(isentropic)mixing-inof midlatitudeair. We representthese
processesusing a one-dimensionaladvection-diffusion-dilutionmodel, which we

inverse-solve
for the verticalprofilesof three unknowns(verticaladvectionvelocity,
verticaldiffusioncoefficient,and dilution rate coefficient)after prescribingthe
vertical profilesof time mean methane[CH4] and of amplitudeand phaseof the
annuallyvaryingtape recordersignalin 2[CH4]+[H•O]. When testedon synthetic
data generatedby forward solvingthe same model, the method for inversesolution
provedto be well conditionedand to give accurateresultsabove18 km. Applying the
method to 5 years of smootheddata from the Halogen Occultation Experiment, we

find a verticaladvectionvelocitywith a minimumof about0.2 mm s-1 near20 km,
and both dilution rate coefficientand vertical diffusion coefficientwith remarkably

lowminimanear22 km, 1/(6-7 year)and roughly0.02m2s-1, respectively.
Our
derived profile of vertical advectionvelocity agreeswell, between 18 and 24 km,
with an independent,radiatively derived, mass-budget-constrained
transformed
Eulerian mean calculation. Despite the relatively modest values of the diffusion
coefficient,vertical diffusionplays a significantrole in attenuating the tape recorder
signal, accordingto our model. The minimum value of the dilution rate coefficient
correspondsto a relaxation timescaleof 6-7 years, muchlongerthan the timescales
found in other studies. The long relaxation timescale at 20-24 km is, however,

consistent
with (1) the minimumin verticalvelocity,(2) a reducedattenuationrate
in the tape recordersignal,and (3) a decrease,hithertounremarked,in the tropical
verticalgradientof [CH4] there.
1. Introduction

ascentof the seasonallyvaryingtropopause-level
water
vapormixingratio [Mote et al., 1995, 1996; Weinstock
Profiles of water vapor in the tropical lower stratoet al., 1995].The tropicalstratosphere
thusresembles
a
sphere have a vertical structure and time dependence
"tape recorder"in that the water vapor contentof risthat are determined, to a first approximation, by the
ing air is "marked"by the seasonally
varyingsaturation
mixingratio that it encountered
at the tropicaltropo•NorthwestResearch
Associates,
Bellevue,Washington. pause. These marks are slowly effaced as the air rises
2Alsoat Climate Impacts Group, Joint Institute for the but are still discernibleat 10 hPa, about 18 months
Studyof Atmospheres
and Oceans,Universityof Washing- after the air passedthrough the tropopause. Mote et
ton, Seattle.
al. [1996](hereinafter
M96) usedd•t• primarilyfrom
SCentrefor AtmosphericScienceat the Departmentof
Applied Mathematics and Theoretical Physics,University

the UpperAtmosphere
Research
Satellite(UARS) to
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layers,upper boundson the order of magnitudeof vertical diffusionand on that of dilution of tropical air by
sideways(isentropic)mixing-inof midlatitudeair.

deduce several relevant aspects of the circulation and
of Cambridge, England.
4NOAA ChmateModelingand Diagnostics
Laboratory, thermodynamicsof the tropical lower stratosphere:the
mean ascent rate between 100 and 10 hPa, some efBoulder, Colorado
oscillation(QBO), somechar5Department
of Physics,HamptonUniversity,Hampton, fectsof the quasi-biennial
Virginia
acteristicsof tropical troposphere-to-stratosphere
mass
transfer, and, for the 100 to 46 hPa and 46 to 10 hPa
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Plate 1. (top)HALOEtropical
•I and(bottom)
itsreconstruction
fromthefirsttwoEEOFs.
In this article

we refine the work of M96

in three

concerning
the annualcycle,isusedsimultaneously
with

tracegas,in ourcase[CH4].
ways. First, we calculateextended empirical orthog- a long-lived
Severalother effortshave recently been made to charonal functions(EEOFs) of the tape recordersignalin
2[CH4]+[H20];thefirsttwoEEOFs area conjugatepair acterizethe exchangeof air betweentropicsand middescribinga verticallypropagatingannualcycle.These dle latitudes. Some focusedon mixing out from the
two EEOFs and their associated time series are suffitropicsto middlelatitudesby advectingpassivetracers
cient to reconstruct a smooth time-altitude plot of the

usingobserved
winds[then et al., 1994;Waugh1996],

tape recordersignalthat is a goodlikenessof the time- while others considered1-D budgetsof observedlongaltitudeplot madedirectlyfromHALOE data (Plate 1). livedtrace gases,thusfocusingon dilutionof tropical
Second,by findingthe slopesof features(extremaand air by mixingin from middlelatitudes[Availoneand
zerocrossings)
on the smoothtime-altitudeplot (Plate Prather, 1996; Minschwaneret al., 1996; Volk et al.,

andBhatt[1996]usedthe zonalvarilb), we derivea verticalprofileof the ascentrate Wtr 1996].Remsberg
of marks on the tape. Third, we obtain improved es- anceof nitric acidto infer the (qualitative)altitudedetimates of vertical diffusion and sideways dilution by pendence
of dilution. In a differentapproach,$choefitting the profileof Wtrand other informationin a one- berlet al. [1997]relateddilutionto the phaselag be-

dimensional
(l-D) advection-diffusion-dilution
modelof
the tropics. More precisely,the model fitting usesnot
only Wtr but also the amplitude of the tape recorder
signaltogetherwith the vertical profile of time mean
[CH4]. We thus obtain consistentverticalprofilesof
the vertical advectionvelocityw (not necessarilythe
sameas Wtr), the verticaldiffusioncoefficientK, and
the rate or relaxation coefficient c• for dilution by midlatitude air.

The results indicate that in the altitude

tweenwater vapormixingratiosand QBO winds. Hall
and Waugh[1997b]independently
derivedaveragelower
stratospheric
valuesfor w, K, and 1/c• usingthe tape
recordersignalin 2[CH4]+[H20]and a long-livedtrace

gaswith a secularlyincreasing
trend (sulfurhexafiuoride).Our studydiffersfromthosejust citedin that
it simultaneously
derivesverticalvelocity,verticaldiffusion,anddilutionrate coefficient
asfunctionsof altitude
between 100 and 10 hPa, leadingto a clear picture of

rangefrom about 18 to 24 km, Wtris closeto the vertical the vertical structure of each of these three quantities.
advectionvelocity w, implying that for those altitudes
the tape recordersignal can be taken at face value as 2. Data
a goodindicatorof meanverticalmotion. The extracThe constituent(CH4 and H20) data usedin this
tion of all three verticalprofilesw(z), K(z), and a(z)
is a well-conditioned, hence credible, calculation only paper come from the Halogen Occultation Experiment
becausewater vapor, with its high information content (HALOE) aboard UARS. M96 used version 17 data
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endingJuly 1995; here we use version18 data be- Table 1. Definitions of Various Vertical Velocities
tweenSeptember1992 and August 1997. Time series
are formed from monthly means, each comprisingall

tropicalsoundings
for the month. We definethe tropics as 14øSto 14øN, broad enoughto includea greater
numberof profileswhilestill within the well-mixedre-

gionbounded
by thesubtropi?lmixingzones.Following M96,weusethe quantityH=2[CH4]+[H20],which
has the advantageof being nearly conservedand homogeneous
in the extratropicalstratosphere,because

photochemical
breakdown
of I mol of [CH4]produces
approximately2 mol of water vapor.
The vertical resolution of the data is the same as in

Term

•

Definition

trueverticalvelocity
t

w

verticalvelocitycalculatedby Rosenlof
ascent rate of marks on the tape

_= +
Wsynth

likewtrbutforsynthetic
•I data

tused in 1-D model

covariancenot of a singleprofile at eachtime but of sev-

M96 and is finer than that usuallyused(e.g., Randelet eral profilesat differentlag times (in this casebetween
al. [1998]).HALOE level2 data (where"level"refers -6 and +6 months),the resulting"extendedEOF analto the levelof processing)
areavailableon a 0.3-kmgrid ysis" (EEOF analysis)yieldsa clearerpictureof both
and are hereinterpolatedto pressurelevels100.0, 82.5, vertically and temporally coherent variations.

68.1,...hPawitha fractional
spacing
of 10•/•2 in pres-

We performEEOF analysis
on the HALOE •I data

sure. These pressurelevelswere convertedto geopo- shownin Plate l a, yielding a 4-year time seriesof coeftentiMheightusingdata fromthe U.K. Meteorological ficients since 6 months have been lost at each end. The
Office(UKMO)analyses
[Swinbank
andO'Neill,1994], first two EEOFs have a strong annual cycle and towhich form part of the UARS database. The spacing gether they accountfor 68% of the variance. The next
betweenHALOE pressurelevelsrangesfrom about 1.1 two EEOFs vary interannually and explain 17% of the
to 1.3 km.

3. Methods

3.1. Extended EOF Analysis

Plate la updatesPlate lb of M96 with about 2 more

yearsof data. While the generalsenseof risingmoist
and dry anomaliesis apparent,we wish to isolatethe
phenomenon
of rising anomaliesfrom other phenomena;to do this it will proveusefulto apply a statistical
technique
knownasextendedEOF analysis[Weaveand
Nasstrom,1982, Wanget al., 1995].
Empiricalorthogonal
functionscanidentifycoherent

variance. The coefficientsof the first two EEOFs, when
plotted against each other, trace nearly perfect circles
with a period of one year, indicating that they are a
conjugatepair. The coefficientsof the next two EEOFs
trace somewhatlessthan two orbits in 4 years, similar
to the singular value decompositionresults shown by

Randelet al. [1998]for [CH4].
With the coefficientsof the first two EEOFs, multiplied at each time by the zero-lag profile of the EEOFs

(and the missing6 monthsat eachend filled in by the
EEOFs at lag 4-1,4-2, ... 4-6), we constructan altitude-

timeplotof I:I anomalies
(Platelb). Whencompared
withthealtitude-time
plotof HALOEfI data(Plate

variationsin noisy data by finding eigenvectorsof the la), the first two EEOFs producealmosta pureannual
covariance
matrix. In the caseof tropicalHALOE data, cycle. In the resulting picture, ascendingminima and
of •I, whichareformedat the tropopause,
remeasurementnoiseis exacerbatedby the sparsesam- maxima
tain
their
identity
from
the
tropopause
to
10
hPa
(about
pling that is characteristicof occultationtechniques;
EOF analysiscanbe performedusingeachmonth'spro- 31 km).
From the tape recordersignal (for example,as repfile to yielda clearerpictureof verticallycoherentvariaresentedsmoothlyin Plate lb), two quantitiescan be
tions.If the covariance
matrix is formedby calculating
deduceddirectly, both as functionsof altitude' wt•, the
ascent rate of marks on the tape, and A, the amplitude of the signal. Both quantities dependon altitude.
32 ' ' '
+............ + • 10.0
In the next subsectionwe consider A. The quantity
wt• (Figure 1) was obtained from the data in Plate
lb by following each ascendingminimum, maximum,
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plots. Also shown in Figure i for later comparisonis
a transformed Eulerian mean vertical velocity •* ob-

tainedby K. Rosenlof(personalcommunication,
1996),
updatingthat of Rosenlof[1995].
(In section5.2 wedis-

- 100.0

cusswhether we expect Wtr and •* to be equal. Table

1.0

I summarizes
the definitionsof thesequantities.)

Rosenlof has recalculated •* making use of more
UARS
data in the radiative calculation,and the agreeFigure 1. Profilesof time meanascentrate wtr (plain
curve)of the tape recordersignal,and the verticalve- ment betweenher new •* (the curve marked by aslocityt5* calculatedby Rosenlof(curvewith asterisks), terisksin Figure 1) and our wt• is excellent,at least

with +let bars(diamonds
for wtr, plussymbols
for •*).

between 19 and 24 km.

The standard deviations are
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calculated for 12 monthly profiles of •*, hence reflecting mainly seasonalvariation, and are calculatedfor 20

separate
features
(extrema
or zero-crossings
of •I) for
Wtr, hencereflectingboth uncertainty in our method of
calculating Wtr and possiblyseasonaland interannual
variation.

AND DILUTION
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3.2. Definition of Amplitude

68.1

Underlying the model-fitting conceptto be usedhere
is the tentative assumption that the pattern seen in
Plate 1 is "typical" in the sensethat, if previousor subsequentyears were visible, one would see a very similar
pattern, i.e., somethinglike the periodic extension of

Figure 2. Amplitude of the tape recordersignalde-

Plate

finedvariousways(curvesa-e); seetext for details.

1 in both time directions.

To the extent

that this

100.0

16

-2.5

-2.0

-1.5

-1.0

-0.5

0.0

Log (amplitude)

is justified, one can talk about "the annual cycle," and
by implication its amplitude and phase,with lessambiguity than is strictly the casewith a recordonly 5 years tion,at eachlevel,of thetimeseries
of •I (Platelb,
long. With this point in mind, we seek to define the the EEOF reconstruction).
Curve b is the annualharmonic from fast Fourier transform analysis of monthly
amplitudeand,in section3.3, the pha•se.
As was already mentioned, we use H as the basis for meanHALOE data (Plate la). Curvec is basednot on

estimatingthe amplitudeA of the tape recordersig- HALOE•I databutontimeseries
of tropicalwatervapor measuredby the MicrowaveLimb Sounder(MLS)
recordersignal, while [H20] is more stronglyaffected aboardUARS (seeM96 for details).Curved isobtained
nal. Variations in H are due almost solely to the tape
by other kinds of variability such as the QBO or the

by first removinga 12-month running mean from the

semiannual
oscillation(SAO). Indeed,we find that the data in Plate la, then followingindividual maxima and

variance
of[H20]exceeds
thatof•I above
25kin.Other minima upward, and taking the differencebetweenthe

sourcesof variability that might affectour estimationof averagemaximum and the averageminimum at each
A include the HALOE sampling pattern, instrumental level. Curve e is the standard deviation of the time seor retrieval errors, or incursionof the subtropicalbarrier riesat eachlevelin Platela (a(ft)). Finally,
thesolid
into the tropicalregion(14øSto 14øN).Suchvariability curve with plus marks is the peak-to-peak amplitude of
can be reduced by the use of EEOFs, since the EEOF the seasonal
cycle,•composed
of the annualandsemiantechnique identifies coherent variations.
nual harmonicsof H, as derivedby Randelet al. [1998]
Because
of the variationin verticalveloci•ty
caused for the latitude range 4øS to 4øN on a subset of our
by the QBO, the temporal variations in H become levels.
slightly distorted, with extrema shifted as much as 2
By most definitions,the amplitude decreasesmonomonthsaway from a perfect 12-monthperiod [M96]. tonically with altitude, but all show a region of nearConsequently,taking the mean annual cycle or apply- constantA (a "cliff")somewhere
between20 and25 kin.
ing Fourieranalysisat eachlevelindependently
(aswas The total attenuationfrom 100 to 10 hPa is greatestfor
doneby Randelet al. [1998])may underestimatethe curve a and least for curve e, with curves b-d clustered
tropopause-relatedvariance above 20 km or so. Sim- near the mean of these two extremes. Our amplitude
ilarly, EEOF analysis links variations at different al- curvesdiffer from that of Randel et al. [1998],probatitudes so that the stretching and compressingof the bly because
the narrowlatituderangethey chose(4øS-

tape recordersignalby the QBO [M96; Corderoet al.,
1997]would be smearedout a bit, possiblyleadingto

4øN)resultsin far fewergooddata points(especially
at
100hPa,wherenoiselevelsarehigh)anda lesscoherent

an underestimate

annual signal.
For calculatingfirst and secondderivatives,it will be
useful to have a smooth approximation In f for In A.
As was outlined above, we expect the curve based on
EEOFs, curve a, to provide the best definition of amplitude, and we fit smooth curves f to it and also to
curve d in order to bracket the reasonablerange of definitionsof f. The data suggestthat vertical attenuation
rates are relatively fast at upper and lower levelsof the

of the variance

associated

with

the

tape recorder signal. In contrast to the mean annual
cycle, however, the coefficientsof the first two EEOFs
have a small degreeof interannualvariability, allowing
ßfor someQBO effectson the tape recordersignal. We
thereforeexpect that an amplitude definition basedon
EEOF analysis will be more successfulthan other definitions in distinguishingbetweenvariationsoriginating
at the tropical tropopauseand variations arising from
other

sources.

With those considerationsin mind, we present plots

domain,and relativelyslowin the middle(near 20-23
km). It is not clear,however,how steepthe cliff in

(Figure2) of the logarithmof amplitudedefinedin sev- the middle should be. One possibility is that the cliff

eralways,all but oneusing•I. Sinceonlyderivativesis spurious.Another possibilityis that the cliff is real
of In A will be needed,the curveshave been normalized and reflects a sharp decreaseof attenuation rate in the
by their amplitude at 100 hPa in order to emphasize middle layer, as might be expectedin the lower part of
their

differences.

Curve

a shows the standard

devia-

the QBO for dynamicalreasons[seeDunkerton,1997].
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latitude air on a given level to be a linear relaxation
processin which tropical air tends toward the midlatitude mixing ratio XML with relaxation rate a and with
zerophaselag. In fact, the seasonalcycleof water vapor

(hence
ItI)in thelowerstratosphere
(below
20km)at
middle latitudes is strongly influencedby the tropical
seasonalcycle, presumablyby mixing out, with a phase

31.6lag of a monthor two [e.g.,Mastenbrookand Oltmans,

46.4
2O
68.1

1983;Rosenlofet al., 1997].This meansthat especially

below20kmtheassumption
ofuniformextratropical
ft
fails, and dilution is a much more complex processthan

16
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is assumed here.

With thesecaveatsin mind, we first rewrite(1) as

+

Figure 3. Profilesof variouslysmoothedversionsof
curves a and d of Figure 2, the smoothing performed
as described in the text.

Curve M is the same as the

dash-dotted version of curve a; see text for definition of
M*. Curves have been shifted left for clarity.

-

- .(x - XM) + $

where

- w+

-

(3)

ariseswhenwe expandthe diffusionterm in (1). Note
that t3 does not have a physicalmeaning but is introduced for mathematical

convenience.

Some of the ad-

We smooth the amplitude curvesby first linearly in- vective effectsof diffusionare representedin •; later we
terpolatingthem to high (approximately
70 m) vertical compare the variants of w listed in Table 1.
One usuallysolvesdifferentialequationslike (2) for
resolution, then applying a 1-2-1 filter to the second
derivative 200,500, or 1000 times, and finally inverting the dependent variable, in this caseX, but we want to
(integratingtwice) to yield a set of curvesf (Figure find the three unknownstb, K, and a, through a process
3) with a rangeof behaviornearthe "cliff." Smoothed that could be called "inversesolving." There are a few
1000 times, the cliff almost disappearsin both cases. possiblemethodsfor inversesolving(2) for the three
The curve labeled M is curve a smoothed 500 times, unknowns. After testing these methods on synthetic
while curve M* was obtained by constrainingthe at- data that wereconstructed(as is explainedin the next

tenuationrate to a constantabovethe cliff (for reasons section)from knownprofilesof •b, K, and a, we chose
describedin section3.4). The variouscurvefits provide onemethodthat is bothaccurateandconcise.(Another
a rangeof profilesspanningthe uncertaintyof the origi- method, involvingWKBJ or slowmodulation theory, is
nal estimatesof A, thereby generatinga range of values outlined in Appendix A and will prove useful in sections
3.4 and 3.5.) Our method makesuse of information
for w, c•, and K.
3.3. One-Dimensional

Model for Analysis

about[CHq]and•I; specifically,
werepresent
I2Ianomaliesby the functionalformX - Ref(z)exp[i(qS(z)-cot)],

In order to derive vertical profiles of a and K,
we assume that to within reasonable noise levels, the

where
f(z) andqS(z)
arerealandaredetermined
from•I

advection-diffusion-dilution

to thefunctional
formof • givenaboveyieldsa setof

data and wherethe midlatitudevalueof •I is assumedto
smoothed
andmeridionally
averaged
tropicaldata can be spatially and temporally constantat the mean value
be fitted to solutions of the simple one-dimensional ofthetropical
ft. Applying
(2)to timemean[CH4]and
model

1

+

-

p

-.(x-

XM) + $

where X is a tracer mixing ratio, w is the vertical
velocity, K is the vertical diffusion coefficient, p =

poexp(-z/H) is the meandensityprofilewith H = 7
km, a is the dilution rate, )•ML is the midlatitude value

of X, and S is a chemicalsource-sink
term (of the form

three equations in three unknowns:

a ([CH4]- [CH4]ML)+• [CH4]z-K [CHq]zz
=-7[CHq]
(4a)

a+ff•(lnf)z+K(m • - f•/f)

- 0

• m q- K (-2m(ln f)• - m•) -

co

(4b)
(4c)

-7X for[CH4],
0for•I). Partialderivatives
withrespectwhere m - qS•. At each vertical grid point we solve
to time t and height z are indicated by subscripts.

(4a)-(4c) simultaneously
for a, iS,and K. This method

Implicit in this modelare severalassumptions.(1)

is well-conditionedif the determinant is non singular,
Tropical air is horizontally homogeneouswithin well- but well-conditionedness
is no guaranteethat the three
definedlatitudelimits (here,14øNto 14øS)and is dis- quantities will be positive everywhere or have smooth
tinct, though not completelyisolated,from midlatitude profiles.
air. (2) The samevaluesof w, K, and a applyto both
The input data needed are time mean profiles of

[CH4]and• (seeThuburn
andMcintyre[1997],
for a [CH4]in the tropicsand in middlelatitudes,and prodiscussion
of thisassumption).(3) Asiscommonlydone filesof 7, f, and m. The [CH4]profilesare taken from
[e.g.,M96; Volket al., 1996],weassume
dilutionby mid- the climatologyof Randelet al. [1998] usingequiva-
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lent latitude limits of 300-540 in both hemispheresfor

a: dilution rate

[CH4]ML;theselimits werechosento match the "surf
zone"(seetheir Figure7), wheremidlatitudevaluesof
trace constituentshave only weak meridionalgradients.

ß
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.
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The chemical
reactionrates7 aretakenfromthe 2 1/2dimensionalmodelof Kinnersley[1995]. The previous

-o

24

.,•

< 20

- 14.7

• 21.5•
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\jJ/

- 46.4

-

- 68.1
_

- 100.0

0.00

0.05

0.10

0.15

0.20

10-6s-I

ted in Figure 1; as is indicatedin equation(B2), features of X such as zero crossingsrise at a rate equal
to Wtr. In this context, attenuation does not affect the
phase•, so it is appropriate to considerthe expression

,

- 10.0

.• 28

subsectiondescribedhow we arrived at the smooth profiles f.
We have not yet defined d, the vertical phase function from which m will be defined. It is possible, in
principle, to derive ;b directly from the HALOE data
in Plate 1 and then differentiate to give m. We chose
instead to derive m from the velocity Wtr already plot-

.

b' diffusion

coefficient

32

10.0

14.7

X(z, t) = cos(c•(z)-wt),wherew is the annualfrequency

.• 28

and •bis the phase. DifferentiatingX first with respect

'• 24

31.6

< 20

46.4

to z andthenwith respectto t andapplying(B2) yields
the relation

mwtr =w

(5)

so that m is defined in terms of Wtr. The profile of

m (not shown)hasthe shapeonewouldexpectfor the

21.5

68.1
16

100.0

0.0

-0.1

0.1

0.3

m2s-1

reciprocal of wt•, with a maximum at about 20 km.
3.4. Some Approximate

0.2

c' dilution

Answers
32

+

In the discussionthat follows, it will be useful to have

timescale
10.0

,,/

rough estimatesof the quantities to be calculated, as
well as plausiblerangesof values. It is possibleto de-

.• 28

terminea directlyfrom [CH4]data by taking the time
meanof (2) and neglecting
the diffusionterm:

21.5

'• 24-

31.6

a -- am •

•X• + 7X
XML

-- X

14.7

46.4

< 20

68.1

(6)
16

with x=[CH4]. The profileof am is the solidcurvein
Figure 4a.
Some idea of extreme values of a and K can be esti-
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Figure4. (a)Profiles
ofam(solid)
andama
x (dashed)

mated usingthe WKBJ approachset out in Appendix for curves
M andM* (thelattermarkedby plussym-

A. More accuratecalculationsbasedon (4a)-(4c) will bols),(b) As in Figure4a but for Km and Kmax,

check these estimates. The zeroth-order WKBJ equa-

(c) As in Figure4a but for Tm -- 1/am (solid)and

tion is similarto (A5), but with t5 insteadof Wtr,while rmin- I/amax (dashed).
the first-orderequation(A6) is

- tS(lnf), =Km 2 + a

(7) Figure 4 showsprofiles of amax, am, Kmax, and Km.

which illustratesthe simple relationshipbetweenthe (For In f we haveusedthe curvesM and M* in Figtwo observables,t5 and f, and the two agentsof atten- ure 3, and solutionsusing f = M* are indicated by
plus symbols.)The profilesin Figure 4a of am (solid
uation, K and a.
From this equationalone,K and a cannotbe uniquely curve)and am•x(dashedcurves)bothhavea minimum
determined,but we can estimate limiting values. We as- of about 0.01-0.02x 10-6s-1 at 22 km, with values
sumethat t• • Wtr and alternately set K = 0 and a = 0 increasingtowardthe tropopause.Kmax (Figure 4b,
curves)hasa minimumof about0.02m2s-1
to derive, respectively,the largesta (am•x) and the dashed
largestK (Kmax)that are consistent
with the observed also at 22 km and reachesmuch larger valuesnear the
Wherea mexceeds
amax,Km (solidcurves)
attenuation of the smooth tape recorder amplitude f tropopause.
under the WKBJ assumption. Also, with a = a m in is negative;this occursbelow 17 km and above29 km
(A6), a profileof K (Kin) canbe derivedthat is consis- (for M).
Solving(8) for the sevenprofilesof f shownin Figtent with am. That is,
ure 3, we find (resultsnot shown)that amax•bove 18

- •(ln f)z = Kmax
m2= amax
= I'•mm2q-am (8) km Mw•ysliesbetween0.01 and 0.07 x 10-6s-1 •nd
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is sometimes
smallerthan O•
m (implyingthat Km < 0)
above 27 km. Both C•maxand Kmax have a minimum

near 22 km, since(from (A6)) they vary as the product of the fractionalattenuationrate and a power (1
for amax,3 for Kmax)of •. Curvesfitted to curve d

2 .........

' .........

! .........
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in Figure 2 tended to have smaller values of amax and
Kmax above 24 km than did those fitted to curve a. The

profilesof O•m and Krn for M* were the most plausible,
with am remainingfairly constantand Km positive everywhereabove 18 km. This is a consequence
of fixing
the attenuation

rate to a constant

above the cliff.

31.6

2016 ......
1.20 1.30

Most other researchersinvestigatingthe dilution of

xx

46.4

x•xx,.
x x 68.1
1.40

1.50

1.60

100.0
1.70

ppmv

tropical air by midlatitudeair [e.g., Volkat al., 1996] Figure 5. Time mean [CH4]in the tropicsas observed
by HALOE (solidcurve)and assimulatedby 1-D model
lution timescaler = 1/c•. This quantity is shown in for two values of the diffusion coefficient K: K = 0
Figure 4c for the three profilesof c• in Figure 4a. The (dashedcurve)and It' = Kmax (dash-dotcurve).
minimumtimescale(dashedcurves,corresponding
to
maximumc•) is about 5-15 monthsabove24 km and
has a sharp peak of nearly 2 years at 22 km.
differentin eachcase.Advectionis accomplished
using
We emphasizethat the curvesshownin Figure 4 are essentiallya semi-Lagrangianmethod, with the other
not our best estimates of these quantities. The dashed termstime-split and semi-implicit;vertical resolutionis
have discussed,instead of the dilution rate c•, the di-

curves represent extreme cases, under the WKBJ as-

quitefine(50m), asis temporalresolution
(0.5 day).

sumption,whereonlyoneof the two processes
(dilution
and diffusion)operates.In reality,0 < K < Kmaxand
0 < • < •max. At eachaltitudethereis (in the full solution) a uniquecombination
of K and • consistent
with
the observed
attenuation.Beforesolving(4a)-(4c) (the
full, non-WKBJset) to determinethat uniquecombi-

To prevent error growth, the secondderivative is eval-

nation, we first test the method using synthetic data.

uated on a reducedgrid whosevertical resolutionapproximatesthat of the original HALOE data; then the
result is interpolatedto the 50 m grid. The chemical
lossrate 7 for [CH4] is again taken from the model of
Kinnarslay[1995].
The time mean [CH4] profile is calculatedby inte-

3.5. Generation of Synthetic Data

grating the model to steady state. The lower boundary value and midlatitude profilesare time mean values

Wegenerate
synthetic
[CH4]and•I datausingvari- fromRandalat al. [1998]. For I:t the lowerboundwith a minimumin mid-February
ousprofilesof w, K, and c• to solve(2). We can then ary variessinusoidally
inversesolvethe synthetic data to derive profiles of w,
K, and c•, and compare these with the input profiles.
This provides a complete,end-to-end check on the forward and inversemethods and codes,as well as a check
that the inversemethod, to be used on smoothed real
data, is well conditioned and robust.
The simplemodelusedto generatethe syntheticdata,

andan amplitudeof 1. Both$ (chemical
source-sink)
and XML are zero. The modelis integratedfor 4 years,
and only the last year of data is usedin the subsequent
calculation.

Figure 5 showsprofiles of both time mean observed

andsteadystatesynthetic[CH4]. The syntheticprofiles
wereboth obtainedusingc•- (•m, onewith K - 0 and
then, is a discretized
form of (2) and is run five times, onewith K - Kmax(seeFigure4b). Overmostof the
domain, the synthetic profile with K - 0 falls within
The profileof w usedin eachcaseis simplyWtrfrom 0.01 ppmv of the observedprofile. For K = Kmax,
however,differencesare larger owingto the advective

usingthe five combinationsof K and c•givenin Table 2.

Figure1, but because
equation(2) uses•5insteadof w,
of-Kz (equation(3)), whichfor Kmaxis large
and •5 depends
on Ix' (seeequation(3)), •5 is slightly effect
below 21 km.

Wealsocalculated
time-varying
•I for thefivecomTable 2. Profilesof K and • Usedto GenerateSyn-

thetic

Data

2

3

thecombinations
of K andc•,the resulting
•I (Plate
2) qualitatively
resembles
Plate lb. What distinguishes

Combination

1

binations of K and c• shown in Table 2. With each of

4

5

them is the rate of attenuation, which we will examine
shortly, and the apparent ascentrate. In our 1-D model
we can unambiguouslyidentify the model's advective

K

0

0

Km*

Km• x

Km• x

velocity(rS,whichincludesdiffusiveeffects)with the

O•

O•rn

O•rnax

O•rn

0

O•rn

phasespeed;in the real atmospherethe two quantities are not generallyequal, thoughthe tropical strato-

sphereis the onlyregionwherethey areclose[Hall and
Waugh,1997a]. The transit time from 100 hPa to 10
*The profile of Km shownin Figure 4b was modified below hPa of a (temporal)maximumor minimumdecreases
See text for definitions, and Figure 5 for profiles, of

Kmax, Km, C•m,and C•m•x.

about 17.5 km to increase monotonically to a value of 0.1
m•s -• at 100 hPa.

with increasingK, from 18.1 monthsfor K = 0 to 17.1
monthsfor K =Km to 16.0 months for K = Kmax.
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Plate 2. ft anomalies
simulatedby 1-D modelfor the five combinations
of K and a givenin
Table

2.

The transit time estimated from HALOE data is 18.6 (A6)) the extremecases
of nodiffusionandno dilution,
months. Note that in our 1-D model we have used respectively,
and sincefrom (8) combinations
2, 3, and

• -- Wtr+ (K/H)- Kz, sothefasterascent
fornonzero4 all havethe sameprofileof Krn2+ o•,theywouldproK is to be expected.The transittime alsodepends duce the same attenuation were it not for the fact that
weaklyon c•, differingby 14 daysbetweencombina- • is different for each one. For those combinations with
tions4 (c•= 0) and5 (c•= C•m)but onlyby 1.5days K • 0 (3, 4, and 5) the ascentrate is quite fast in the
between
combinations
1 (c•= C•m)and2 (c•= C•max). lowest few kilometersof the stratosphereowing to the
Theinputprofiles
of K andc•determine
notjust the influenceof diffusion;consequently,the tropical air has

ascent
ratebutalsotheamplitude
of•I anomalies
(Fig-

less time to be modified by diffusion and dilution, so

ure 6). Combination
2 reproduces
the observed
profile there is lessattenuation of the tape recordersignal at a
M* fairly well. Combinations
2 and 4 represent(from given altitude.
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for calculations,then subsampledon a 1.2-km vertical

bounded by -l-let, where cr is calculated over the six

smoothcurves(not includingM*). The derivedprofile
of w is very similarto wtr (long-dashed
curve)but is

24

somewhat

lower above 24 km.

All sevendefinitionsof f yield resultsfor c• that are

< 20

substantiallysimilar to eachother and to Om (Figure 8b), for reasonsthat will be discussedshortly.

16 3:KwK,
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

a: verticalvelocity

1.0

ß ,,

32

ppmv

Figure6. Amplitude
of• anomalies
simulated
by 1D model(brokencurves).The solidcurveis M* from
Figure3, representing
observations.
4.
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grid for plotting. The resultsare shownin Figure 8.
In each panel the mean is shown as the solid curve,
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4.1. Deducing Known Profiles of w, K, and a
From Synthetic Data
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In order to test our method of inverse-solvingfor K
and c• on the synthetic data, we must first determine

m. This is doneby calculatingan ascentrate W,•ynth
for
to that usedto derivewtr. Usingthe profileof W,•ynth
for
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b: dilution rate
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eachof thesynthetic
•I timeseries,
in a mannersimilar
each combination,we calculate a correspondingprofile

.

.• 28

-

- 31.6
•

of K and c• in Table

2, we sample the synthetic data at vertical resolutions

rangingfrom 1.2 km (similarto HALOE data) to the
50 m grid of the syntheticdata, interpolate back to the

50 rn grid, then inverse-solve
(4a)-(4c) at 50 rn resolution. As is shownin Figure 7 for combination3 sampled
at 1.2 km resolution, and for the other combinations

-

(If/H)+

least between

O'J

- 46.4•

< 20

- 68.1

16'.
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--' --- . ......
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0.15

- 100.0
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10-6S-I

and samplingresolutions
(not shown),our methodis
fairly successfulat recoveringthe input profiles of w

(= •-

•

- 21.5-=

of m for inversesolvingequations(4a)-(4c).
For each of the five combinations

14.7 =

-

c: diffusion coefficient
32

10.0

_

K;,, fromequation(3)), c•, and K, at

18 and 28 km.

Below

18 km the solu-

tion often differs substantiallyfrom the input values, a
problem that is exacerbatedat higher resolution. The
problems below 18 km occur becausethe detertninant

of the matrix arisingfrom (4a)-(4c) is small. In the
high-resolution
calculation,RMS errors (over the five
combinations)
between18 and 28 km are small: 0.010.03mms-1 forw, 1-7x10 -9 S-1 for a, and0.00a-0.0a
mes-1 for K. This methodis clearlywellsuitedfor our
purposes.

4.2. Deducing K and c• From HALOE

14.7

• 28

L\

< 20
16

21.5
31.6

.........

-0.1
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.........

0.0

i

46.4

68.1
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Figure 7. End-to-endconsistency
checkby forward
Data

solvingandtheninversesolvingequation(1). Dashed

curves are the profiles used for forward solution and

the sameas (for w in Figure7a) the
With someconfidencethat our method will give good are, respectively,
plain
solid
curve
in
Figure1, (for c•in Figure7b) the
results above 18 km, we apply it to each of the seven
solid
curve
in
Figure
4a, and(for K in Figure7c)the
smoothamplitudecurvesshownin Figure 3. We usethe solidcurvewith plussymbolsin Figure 4b, modifiedas
observed[CH4]profilein Figure5 and otherinput data
as describedin section 3.3. As with synthetic data, the

notedin Table2. Solidcurvesin this figureare profiles
derivedfrominversesolving.Differences
givean ideaof

HALOE data are interpolatedto a 50 rn vertical grid

the effects of numerical truncation

error.
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Figure 8. Profilesof (a) w, (b) a, (c) r = l/a, and (d) K calculated
by inversesolvingthe 1-D
modelwith HALOE data, usingequations(4). In eachpanelthe meanof six solutionsusingthe
six brokencurvesin Figure 3 is shownas the solidcurve,boundedby q-let. Also plotted are the
resultswhenf - M* (diamonds).The calculationis performed
on a 50-mgrid,but the results
are plotted on HALOE levels. Long-dashedcurvesin Figures8a, 8b, and 8c representWtr, am,
and i/am, respectively.
The solutionfor K (with f - M*) hasbeenextendedto 100hPa asis
discussed in section 5.2.

The minimumvaluesare lessthan 1.0 x 10-Ss-•, and
a < 4.0 x 10-Ss-• everywhere
above18 km. The recip-

Discussion

and Conclusions

The ability of the first pair of EEOFs to reproduce

rocalof a, r (Figure8c),indicates
far longertimescalesthe essential
featuresof the tape recordersignal(Plate
than in previousresearch,for reasonsthat we discuss 1) underscores
thesimplicity
ofthephenomenon;
marks
in section5.4. At this point it is sufficientto note that

left in the air by annualvariationsof tropopausetem-

the rangeof valuesabove18 km is 1.5-7 years,much peratureare the dominantvariationin tropicalwater
longerthan the advectivetimescale.
vaporbelow10 hPa. The somewhatraggedHALOE
Profilesof K are reasonablyconsistentfor all seven
curvesbetween18 and 25 km, but differ markedlyfrom
each other above and below this altitude range. For
most definitionsof f, K decreasesagain above24 km
and for many, K becomesnegativeat somealtitude.

data are smoothednicely by EEOFs, allowingus to
estimatedirectly the ascentrate of the tape recorder

signal,Wtr.KnowingK allowed
usto extracta profile
of w (Figure8a) from,•.
Havingsimultaneously
derivedprofilesof the three
The profileswith f = M* and with curvea smoothed
quantities
w,
a,
and
K,
we
nowconsider
in moredetail
1000 times are the only ones for which K > 0 everythe assumptions
andweaknesses
in the calculation.We
alsodiscussthe implicationsof our findingsand comnegative.The tentativeextension
of thesolutionto 100
parethem to thoseof otherresearchers.
hPa will be explainedin section5.2.

where above 18 km. Below 18 km, most profiles are

It is worth noting that a conceptuallysimplerap- 5.1. Comments on the Method of Deriving K
proach,the WKBJ methodoutlinedin AppendixA, and a
yields very similar results. In essence,the WKBJ
methodsaysthat w = Wtr, t• = am (from equation Severalaspectsof the calculationbear consideration:

(6)), andK = Km. That is, [CH4]tellsus aboutdi- the reliability of the data, our definitionof tape recorder

lution, and the role of diffusioncan be deducedfrom amplitude,the curve-fittingtechniquesused,the approthe excessattenuationof the •I anomaliesabovethat priateness
of equation(1), andour numericalapproach
to findingK and a (equations
(4a)-(4c)).
expectedfrom dilution alone.
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The papersvalidatingHALOE H20 [Hatties et al., ics of the tropical stratosphere. Perhaps the greatest
1996]and CH4 [Park et al., 1996]provideestimatesof weakness in the model is the treatment of dilution as a
the systematicand random errors of these two quan-

linear relaxation process,especiallybelow 20 km, where

tities (their Tables1). The errorsgrowwith pressure the tropics and middle latitudes are influencedby the
in the lower stratosphere; for example, the root-sum-

swirl of monsoonal

squareof all sourcesof errorfor CH4 is 11% at 10 hPa

lations protruding from the troposphere[Dunkerton,
1995]. Vertical diffusiontoo has more complexcharac-

and 19% at 100 hPa. While the larger errorsat 100 hPa
may affectour results,we believethis effectis minimal
for several reasons. First, the error tables refer to individual profiles,but we have usedmonthly means;for

teristics

and other three-dimensional

circu-

below 20 km. For these reasons and because of

the poorer performanceof the inversesolving method
below 18 km even with "perfect"data (Figure 7), we

largenumbersof profiles(usually50 or more)the ran- have little confidencein our results below 18 km, espedom errors average to zero, leaving systematic errors
at 100 hPa of 15% for CH4 and 24% for H20. Sec-

cially for K.
Finally, we discussour approach to inverse solving

ond,I:I dataenterthesolution
mainlythrough(Inf)•.

(2). Our methodtestswell on syntheticdata except

below about 18 km. It gives a definite result at every
canteffecton (In f)• arethosewith a seasonal,
altitude- altitude, but with HALOE data at upper and lower levdependentbias; a uniform positive or negative bias at els it tends to give small or negative K except for the
any level would have no effect on f at that level, nor best profile M*. Note that by assumingthat tempowould a seasonalbias that was independentof altitude. rally constant profiles of Wtr, C•, and K apply to both
[CH4]andI•I, weignore
covariance
termslikew'Xz,
' leavWhileit ispossible
that a seasonal,
altitude-dependent
a time meanand
bias exists, it would probably not be the largest com- ingjust [w][xz](where[w] represents
ponent of the systematicerrors. A known bias exists w• is a departurefrom that mean) and similar terms.
in the lower stratosphere between profiles taken dur- Seasonalvariationsin Wtr [seeRosenlof,1995], c• [see

The only systematic errors that could have a signifi-

ing sunriseand thosetakenduringsunset,but over the
5 years there is no seasonalbias between sunriseand

BowmanandHu, 1997],and K appearingin covariance

terms would be interesting,but their calculation is besunsetprofile•s.
Finally,onecanestimatethe seasonal yond the scopeof this work.
variationsin H at 100 hPa usingobserved100 hPa temperaturesto calculatesaturationmixing ratios [M96]; 5.2. Vertical Velocity

these place an upper bound of about 3 ppmv on the
amplitude,comparedto 1.1-1.5 ppmv usingthe various
definitionsemployedhere. If we have underestimated
the amplitude, that would merely serve to increase c•
and K below 18 kin, where they are already large and
perhapsunreliable.
A potential weaknessof our calculationis the actual
definition of the amplitude of the tape recordersignal.
As is discussedin section3.2, this definition shoulddistinguishvariationswhosesourceis the tropical tropopausefrom all other variations. Furthermore, since c•
and K must be positive, and sinceWtr is observedto

be positive,by (A6) the smoothedamplitudeprofilef
must be monotonicallydecreasingwith altitude. In our

A preliminary versionof our Figure 1 was presented

by Dunkerton[1997],whocompareda profileof Wtrderivedfrom the (shorter,version17) data usedby M96
with the radiatively derived transformed Eulerian mean

verticalvelocityrS*of Rosenloll1995](whichconstrains
the globalverticalmassflux to zero); both showeda
minimum ascent rate of about 0.2 mm s- • at about 21

km. Eluszkiewicz
et al. [1997]have alsocalculated•b*,
and a profile formed by averagingfive of their profiles
calculatedusingdifferentinputs (not shown)generally
falls within the error bars of the two curvesin Figure 1
but has less vertical

variation.

We now discussthe significance
of similaritiesand dif-

ferences
amongthe quantitiesw, •b*,Wtr, and• (Table
1). In principle,•b* shouldbe the sameas the vertical
advectionvelocityw. We consider
two questions:(1)
Plate lb are clearly linked to the tropopause. By some whetherWtrcalculated
mathematically
with (B3) using
other definitions the amplitude decreasesless quickly the resultsof our inverse-solving
method(• and K)
with altitude above 24 km, but these other definitions agrees
with WtrfoundusingPlate lb and(2) the impliopinion,the definitionusingEEOFs (curve a in Figure 2) is the best one becausethe variationsseenin

are more susceptibleto variations attributable to other
causesas discussedin section3.2. Only two curves,one
of them M*, lead to positive K above 28 km, and it
seems reasonable

cations of the differencesbetween Wtr and •b* above 24
km and below 18 km.

To addressthe first question,we calculatethe terms

to conclude that the other curves are

in the definitionsof • (equation(3)) and Wtr (equanot decreasingfast enoughabove28 km.
tion B4) and plot the resultsin Figure9. For K we
The next point of concernis the curve fitting. For a haveusedthe profileindicatedby diamondsin Figure
modellike (1) to succeed,
smoothing
mustbe performed 8d, extendedto 0.1 m•s-1 at 100hPa asindicated,for

on the profilesof Wtr and especiallythe amplitude A.
We have attempted to bracket the range of plausible
curvesby using two definitionsof amplitude and three
degreesof smoothing.
One might well ask whether the 1-D model repre-

reasonsthat will shortly becomeclear. The vertical ad-

vection velocity w is shownas the solid curve; of all
the curves,it has the smallestvariation,being gener-

ally near0.3 mm s-•, but likethe othersit hasa pro-

nouncedminimum at 20 km. Figure 9 impliesthat the
sentedin equation(1) accuratelydepictsthe dynam- true advection velocity is slowerthan the ascentrate of
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mm

model of the QBO, for example)then K at 100 hPa
must be much smaller and somethingmust be missing
from Rosenlof'sradiative model, such that the actual
diabatic heating rates are significantlylarger at, and
just above,the tropopause.One possibilityis that heat-

ingassociated
withsubvisible
cirrus[Wanget al., 1996],
not included in Rosenlof's calculation, contributes to
enhanced ascent in this layer.

Another explanationof the observedtape signalnear
the tropopauseis that the "recordinghead," in reality,
hasa finite depth dueto spatialandtemporalvariations

oftropopause
altitude,
sothatthesource
ofthe•I signal

is somewhatfuzzy, giving the appearanceof enhanced
Figure 9. Plots ofw = •- (K/H)+Kz,
•, •(K/H), Wtraspredicted
by approximate
formula(B4), apparentascent.To be sure,the observedverticaldisand Wtrasoriginallyestimatedfrom Plate lb. Solutions placementsof tropopausealtitude occupya significant
correspondto f = M*, the caseshown by diamondsin
Figure 8. See text for details.

fraction of the layer in which enhancedascent is observed,and mightthereforeaccount,to someextent,for
the observedsignal.Nevertheless,
noneof the physical
mechanismsdescribedin the previousparagraph can
markson the tape (Wtr)andthat thisdifference
is due be readily dismissed,and they merit further study. For
example, knowledgeof the populationof overshooting

to diffusion.The K/H term (dottedcurve)amounts

convection,alongthe linesdiscussed
by Zhang[1993],
could
(in
principle)
be
used
to
model
K(z) for commathematically
from (B4) (dash-dotcurve)is virtually
parison
to
derived
estimates.
Similar
models
of diffuidenticalto Wtritself(diamonds),
whichis an encouragsivity
might
be
obtained
from
examination
of
breaking
ing demonstration
of the consistency
of •, K, and the
derivativesusedin calculatingthe approximation1/h wavesin long recordsof aircraft and rawinsondedata.
A morethoroughexaminationof thesemechanisms
will
in (B5).
improve
our
understanding
of
stratosphere-troposphere
To addressthe secondquestion,we considerfirst the
differencesabove24 km, where•h* is significantlylarger exchange,dehydration,and radiativebalance.
than Wtr, which in turn is largerthan w. Assumingfor 5.3. Diffusion

to no more than 10% of •. The profile of Wtr derived

the moment that our estimate of K is inaccurate and

also that •h* = w, (B4) couldexplainthe difference
only if K werelargeandnegative,or Kz werelargeand
positive,becausethe K terms competewith the -Kz
term. Becauseof this competition,only absurdlylarge
valuesof K couldexplainthe differencebetween•h* and
Wtr- It thereforeseemsthat •h* • w; eitherour estimate

The derivedprofileof K has a minimum of about 0.02

m2s-x near 21 km; between18 and24 km, the valuesof
K are similar for all definitions of f. Below 18 km the
valuesof K are unreliablebut probably increasedownward. Above 24 km our resultssuggesta value of K

around0.1 m•s-x. Thesevaluesare somewhatgreater

of Wtr is tOOsmall, or Rosenlof's•h* is too large. We

than the valueof 0.01m•s-x Hall and Waugh[1997b]

note that Eluskiewicz's estimates of •h* are also smaller

derived for the layer between the 100- and 31.6-hPa

than Rosenlof's,
generally
0.3-0.4mms-x, andthat a

HALOE levels,but they usedRandelet al. 's [1998]definition of amplitude(plussymbolsin Figure2), which

significantlylargerw, and henceWtr,wouldmeanthat

(forplausible
values
ofK) I:tanomalies
would
arrive
at
10 hPa much faster than is observed.

Below 18 km our resultsgenerallysuggestan increase
of •, c•, and K approachingthe tropopause,but the
uncertaintyof K is relativelylarge, and more than one
interpretationis possible. On the one hand, if •h* is
qualitativelycorrectin this region,then a rapidly decreasingK might be responsible
for the differenceof
about 0.2 mm s-x between•h* and Wtr. Such a profile
of K wouldbe expectedif verticalmixingwereenhanced
in a shallowlayer owingto overshootingdeep convection, as well as the local breakingof slowKelvin and
gravity waveslaunchedby convectivesystems.Assuming a linear profileof K between100hPa and 83 hPa

has smaller

vertical

derivative.

Our

values of K

are

somewhatlessthan the 0.07m•s-x derivedby Remsberg
[1980]for 19øN,and are considerably
lessthan the 1-7
m•s-x derivedby PatraandLal [1997]for 18øN,but the
latter authorsneglectedverticaladvection.The profiles
of K that they showed,from their workand from several

papersin the 1970sand 1980s,were otherwisequalitatively similar to ours, with a minimum around 19-21
km, sharp increasestoward the tropopause,and slow
increasesup to 50 km.
Above 24 km the uncertainty in our derived K is
large and dependssensitivelyon the definitionof the
amplitude curve f. For most curves f in Figure 3, K
becomesnegative at some altitude. Only for f -- M*
(asindicatedby the dottedlinein Figure8d), it turns and a highly-smoothedcurve a doesK remainpositive.
out that K - 0.1m2s-x at 100 hPa will producethe
The diffusioncoefficient
includedin (1) represents
the
effectsof a number of processes.These include smalldifferenceof 0.2 mm s-x betweenw and Wtr.
On the other hand, if Wtr----W, i.e., increasingrapidly scale processessuch as turbulence due to gravity-wave
suchas the diapproaching
the tropopause
(as in Dunkerton's
[1997] breaking,but alsolarger-scaleprocesses
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abaticdispersion
discussed
by Sparlinget al. [1997].In occurs just at the flight ceiling of the ER-2 research
the tropical context the latter is likely to arisefrom the aircraft (about 21 km).
This cliff, together with the minimum in vertical vefact that as air parcelsmovelongitudinallythey experiencedifferent historiesof radiative heating, due to the locity, gives rise to much smaller values of c•, hence
temporal and spatial variation of the heatingfield. Such larger values of r. The actual values of r are so much
variations may occur on the largest scales,e.g., in as- longerthan the timescalefor vertical advectionas to be
sociationwith the warm pool region, or on mesoscales, practicallyinfinite (i.e., the transport barrier between
e.g., in association
with radiativeeffectsof cirrusdecks tropicsand middlelatitudesis almostperfect)at these
levels.
associatedwith individual convectivesystems.
5.4.

5.5.

Dilution

Unlike K, a is not very sensitiveto the definition of

f. All curveshavea minimumof about5 x 10-9 s-1

Final

remarks

Usingthe WKBJ approach(equation(A6)) and con-

sideringo•nlythe attenuationrate of the taperecorder

somewhat
smaller
than
foram(Figure
4b).Above
2d signalin H, we derivedprofilesof the maximumdilution
km, a is closeto 2 x 10-8 and valuesare muchlarger rate C•maxand of the maximum vertical diffusion Kmax
below 18 km. The small values of a between 18 and 24 for the extremescenarios
where(respectively)K = 0
km approachthe zero-dilutionlimit of Plumb's[1996] and c• = 0. We can use amaxand Kmax, along with our
derived profiles of K and a, to estimate the fractional

"tropical pipe" model.

The reciprocalof a (r) is the timescalefor dilution attenuationdue to dilution, a/amax, and the fractional
by midlatitude air, and has a maximum at about 22 attenuation due to vertical diffusion, K/Kmax. In
km (Figures4c and 8c). Our maximumvalueof r (80 Figure 10 we show these quantities for f = M and
months)is, however,extremelylargecomparedto the f - M*. For virtually all the curve fits, the results
valuesreportedby M96 (15-18 monthsbetween46 and resemble those for f = M: dilution dominates below
22 hPa), Minschwaner
et al. [1996](maximum'• '• 18 km, diffusiondominatesbetween 18 and 28 km, and
mon[hs),Volket al. [1996](13.5mon[hsbe[ween16and dilution again dominatesabove28 km. For our "best"
21 km), Schoeberl
et al. [1997](18 mon[hsbe[ween20 curve fit f = M*, however, diffusion dominates over
and28 km), Hartand Wauah[1997b](16mon[hsbe[wen nearly the entire stratosphere.
100and 32 hPa), and Randelet al. [1998] (15 mon[hs Our analysis therefore showsthat despite the fairly
be[ween68 and 32 hPa). While somepreviouss[udies smallvalues
of K (aslowas0.02m2s- 1) in the altitude
[Hitchmanet al., 1994;Minschwaneret al., 1996;M96; range 18-28 km, vertical diffusionplays a significant
Remsbet#and Bhatt, 1996]havesugges[ed
thai [here is role in attenuatingthe tape signal. From Figure 6, even
an aliiJuderangewhereair is moreisola[edfrom middle modest valuesof K can make a significantdifferencein
la[i[udes, our resultsindica[e a much grea[er degreeof the net attenuationat 10 hPa (comparecurves(1) and
lz--lO

isolation

[han other s[udies.

0))'

To unders[andwhy [his is so, we men[ion a few relevan[ observations.Firs[, [he profilesof a and r give
differen[ impressions;a con[ras[s[he rapidi[y of dilu[ion below abou[

18 km with

[he slowness above 18

km, while r emphasizes[he very long timescale over
[he 20-24 km aliiJude range. Coarserresolutionof r
would diminish [he maximum; in fac[, over [he 20-28

km aliiJuderangeof Schoeberl
et al. [1997],the reciprocal of our averagea is 33 mon[hs. Second,sincemos[
o[her estima[esof [he dilution ra[e have neglec[ed[he
role of diffusion, [heir estimates of r should be viewed
as lower limi[s, and indeed, when we neglect diffusion

While these values of K will have little impact

on the budget of a monotonicallyvarying constituent
like [CH4],it is clear that one cannotneglectdiffusion
when consideringa constituentwhosesecondderivative
is large,like water vaporor perhaps(at somealtitudes)
ozone. Improvements to 1-D models like those of Availone and Prather [1996]or Patra and Lal [1997]would

includeall of the processes
represented
in equation(1).
The results presentedhere suggestthat the tropical
air column can be divided into three regions. Below
about 18 km, c• and Wtr are comparatively large, and
diffusion is probably large there as well. Holton et al.

[1995]and Rosenlofet al. [1997]distinguished
this re(Figure4c), our profileof r resembles
thai of other gionfrom the stratospheric"overworld,"and it falls un-

s[udies. Third, o[her s[udies have generally assumed der the direct influence of tropospheric circulations, as
a vertical veloci[y profile [ha[ is cons[an[ wi[h aliiJude, was noted in section 5.2. When the air rises to the
bu[ when [he vertical veloci[y profile has a minimum secondregion, about 19 km, it finds itself extremely
(as doeswtr), [he timescalefor dilutionnecessarily
in- isolated from middle latitudes up to about 23 km, and
creasesa[ [he aliiJude of [he veloci[y minimum.
this isolatedair risesvery slowly(it takes6 monthsto
Four[h, o[her s[udies have not shown [he cliff, [ha[ is, travel those4 km). In this region,dilution is so weak

[he sharpreductionin the verticalgradien[of [CH4]and thattheamplitude
of•I anomalies
isapproximately
conat
•I fromHALOEandof[H20]fromMLSbe[ween
abou[ stant with altitude (Figure2), and [CH4]decreases
20 and 23 km (Figures2 and 5). We raised[he possi- a markedlyreducedrate (Figure5); what lossof [CH4]
bili[y earlier [ha[ [he cliff is spurious. However, i[ ap- occurs there can be attributed mostly to photochempears consis[en[ly no[ jus[ in [he quantifies mentioned istry. Also, although K too has a minimum there, it
bu[ alsoin HALOE HF [e.g.,Corderoet al., 1997]and appears to be largely responsiblefor the weak attenu-

CLAES CH4 and N20 [Rocheet al., 1996]. The cliff ation that doesoccur (Figure 10). This extremeiso-
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10.0

prescribedfunctions of Z alone proceedswith an expansionof A in powersof it'

- 14.7•
21.5•=

A- A0 + •uA•+tt2A2+-.-

'

•¾

d
• 24

31.6 =

• 20

46.4•

(A3)

so that at zeroth order in it,

- iv:Ao+ irnt•Ao- -(Kin 2+ a)Ao.

(A4)

68.1

16

...................

0.0

0.2

Forrealm it will be assumed
that Krn2/v:anda/v: are
O(•u)whence

- 100.0
0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

mr5-co

(A5)

Figure 10. Fractionof attenuationof the observed This is the approximate WKBJ counterpart, at this or-

•I signaldueto diffusion
(dashed
curve)anddilution der,of the exactrelation(5). In general,the threeterms
(solidcurve)forf- M andf- M* ('+' symbols).of t• - w + (K/H) -/uK' contributeto the apparent
Curvesdo not quite add to 1 becauseresultsare shown upwelling,including terms involvingK, but under the
as the ratio of the full solution to the maximum allowed
WKBJ approximation K is small, so to leading order,
with the WKBJ approximation.

m is determined by w. At first order in •u,we then have

t•A• - -(Kin a + a)A0

lation is consistentwith the remarkably long duration

(A6)

of QBO westerlies
below23 km. Whenthe air reachesfor the slowly varying amplitude, with t• • w.
the third region,above23 km, a, K, andWtrareagain Accordingto (A5) and (A6), verticaladvectionhas
larger,and the air againfeelsthe influence
of middle two effectson the oscillatory solution. At zeroth order,
latitudes. In contrastto the regionbelow 18 km, where it creates a wavy vertical structure, translating inforthe swirl of tropospheric
circulationsis responsible
for mation from the lower boundary upward along charac-

dilution,the agentsof dilutionabove23 km are probably Rossbywavespropagating
from middlelatitudes

[O'Sullivan
andDunkerton,
1997].

Appendix A' WKBJ Solution'
Advection-Diffusion-Dilution

Equation

teristics

(d•)• t•.

(A7,

At first order, advection maintains the amplitude envelope of X against attenuation due to vertical diffusion
of the wavy vertical structure and linear damping.

Forthe purposes
of section3.4 andelsewhere.,
weconsiderapproximate
solutions
to (2) appliedto H, sothat Appendix B' The Relationships Among
S = 0. Regarding
thetapesignalasa slowlymodulatedw, •5, and Wtr
sinusoid,so that WKBJ (Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin-

Jeffreys)
theorywillbeapplicable,
weassume
a solution Recall that w is defined as the vertical advection veof the formX(z,t) = ReA(Z)exp[i(•(z)- cot)],where locity, • = w + (K/H) - K• is the quantity found
Z = ttz is a slowheightvariable,A(Z) is a slowlyvary- by inversesolving(4a)-(4c), and Wtris the ascentrate
ingamplitude,
and• is nowdefined
by •z = re(Z), so of I2Ianomalies,
definedgraphically
fromthe EEOFthat m, thoughnot •, is assumed
slowlyvarying.As
in section3.3, we may take both A and • to be real;
notethat apartfrom restrictingit to be a functionof Z
alone,henceslowlyvarying,A is the sameasthe f(z)

reconstructedplot, Plate lb. We begin by noting that
diffusion can change the apparent tape speed much
more than dilution can, as is discussedin section 3.5;
variations in K for fixed a had a much greater effecton

ofsection
3.3.Defining
•- •(z)-cot, wehave

the transit time from 100 to 10 hPa than did variations
in a for fixed K.

Xz- Re{(irA'
+imA)exp
i•}

(Ala)

X• - Re { (tt2A"q-2irnttA'

q-ire'irA
- rn2A)
exp
i•}

(Alb)

where primes denote differentiation with respect to Z,

sothat (2) with S - 0 becomes

Xt q- t•Xz -- KXzz - aX -- ')'X

(B1)

Now, everyextremum(X• - 0) and zerocrossing(X =
0) mustascendwith velocityWtr. The followingresult
can be obtained using either fact, but it is simpler to
use the zero crossings.We have

-iv:A + t•(ttA' + imA) -

K (it2A" + 2irnt•A
• + irn•ttA- rn2A) - aA

Taking(2) withX redefined
asthe•I anomaly,
i.e.,
the departure from the mean, in other words the tape
signal alone:

(A2)

Xt q-WtrXz-- 0

(B2)

Forward solution of this equation when t5 and K are at those altitudes and times for which X - 0. By com-
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paring(B1) with (B2), we readilyobtain,regardless
or Harries, J.E., J.M. Russell III, A.F. Tuck, L.L. Gordley,
the valuesof a and
KXzz

(B3)
x=o

P. Purcell, K. Stone, R.M. Bevilacqua, M. Gunson, G.
Nedoluha, and W.A. Traub, Validation of measurements
of water vapor from the Halogen Occultation Experiment,
J. Geophys. Res., 101, 10,205-10,216, 1996.
Hitchman, M.H., M. McKay, and C.R. Trepte, A climatol-

ogy of stratosphericaerosol,J. Geophys.Res., 99, 20,689-

whence,usingequation(3),
Wtr'-- W--1K/H + K/h - Kz

20,700, 1994.

(B4)

Holton, J.R., P.H. Haynes, M.E. Mcintyre, A.R. Douglass,
R.B. Rood, and L. Pfister, Stratosphere-troposphere exchange, Rev. Geophys., 33, 405-439, 1995.

whereh = -Xz/Xzz; note that no approximationshave Kinnersley, J.S., A realistic three-component planetary wave
model, with a wave-breaking parametrisation, Q. J. R.
yet been made. We can calculateh by substitutinginto
Meteorol. Soc., 1œ1,853-881, 1995.
the abovefrom (Ala) and (Alb), and keepingonlythe Mastenbrook, H.J., and S.J. Oltmans, Stratospheric water
leadingorder terms in the WKBJ sense,yielding
vapor variability for WashingtonDC/Boulder, CO: 1964-

1/h •_ -2(ln A)• - (ln rn)•
Variations

1982, J. Atmos. Sci., •0, 2157-2165, 1983.

(B5) Minschwaner, K., A.E. Dessler, J.W. Elkins, C.M. Volk,

of h about its mean value of 3.6 km are small.

D.W. Fahey, M. Loewenstein, J.R. Podolske, A.E. Roche,
and K.R. Chan, The bulk properties of isentropic mix-

Figure 9 comparesw, •, Wtr, and Wtr calculatedusing

ing into the tropicsin the lower stratosphere,J. Geophys.

(B4) with the approximation
for 1/h. The similarity

Res., 101, 9433-9439, 1996.

checkof our method,sincethe derivationin (B4) relies

J.W. Waters, Seasonal variations of water vapor in the
tropical lower stratosphere, Geophys.Res. Lett., œœ,1093-

of the two Wtr curves provides a valuable end-to-end Mote, P.W., K.H. Rosenlof, R.S. Harwood, J.R. Holton, and

on A and m and on • and K found by inversesolving

(4a)-(4c).

1096, 1995.
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